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The Secrets of Borgo Larici

Sleazy Sexy Zazy

I

t is the beginning of a new year and Eurochannel offers plenty of surprises
for you throughout 2018 with the greatest actors and filmmakers from all
over Europe! In January, we commence the year with a premium selection
of award-winning productions from Italy, Germany and France.

Ingrid & Lola - United Against Crime

To start 2018, we are proud to premiere one of the most ambitious Italian TV
series in recent years. Set in 1922 and revealing the hardships of a well-off
family in the verge of World War I, The Secrets of Borgo Larici will surprise
you with a mind-blowing plot full of passion, murders and betrayals. Discover
why the critics dubbed this production “the Italian Downton Abbey”.
Also in January, the action series Strike Force reaches its season finale. As
Theo and William face their hardest challenges yet, they will do anything
to change victims to victors. Against a mole, kidnappers and the Mafia, this
cop duo will keep fighting crime until their very last day.
We also take you to Germany and France in January. This month, you’ll
meet a sweet and gorgeous German teenager . . . but don’t get too close
to her, because she can be pure danger. In Sleazy Sexy Zazy, she will stop at
nothing until fame and fortune come her way. Then, meet Ingrid and Lola,
two neighbors in Paris who set out on two exciting adventures: to clear a
horrible murder and solve the disappearance of an immigrant.
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NEW SERIES!

Two worlds collide in romance and betrayal

Italy

The rich Sormani family needs an heir. In a rapidly changing world, the fate of Borgo Larici depends on that of its richest
clan. It is 1922 and this small town, in the heart of the Italian Piedmont, is on the verge of disaster. When the successor
of the Sormani family arrives from Paris after receiving a mysterious letter, revelations about secrets kept for decades will
alter the family’s and town’s fates forever. Eurochannel invites you to a thrilling world of passion, romances and betrayals
with the premiere of The Secrets of Borgo Larici.
Eurochannel’s new period drama, The Secrets of Borgo Larici, stars some of the biggest names in Italian acting such as
Giulio Berruti, Serena Iansiti, and Marco Falaguasta. Set in an idyllic countryside town in 1922, The Secrets of Borgo Larici
portrays the lives of the Sormani family and those in a town that depend on them. Amid growing social unrest and new
socialist ideas, the family will have to fight for its future.
To complicate things further, Francesco, the successor of the Sormanis, arrives from Paris committed to running the family
factory. He rushes to the village after receiving an anonymous letter revealing that his mother Margherita, believed to have
committed suicide 23 years ago, is in fact still alive.
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Interview with
cast BoGiulio Berruti, Serena Iansiti,
Nathalie Rapti Gomez, Marco Falaguasta
Genre Drama
ORIGINAL TITLE I segreti di Borgo Larici
YEAR 2013
episodes 7

Alberto Ostini (Scriptwriter)

Acclaimed by the Italian specialized press, The
Secrets of Borgo Larici is a must-see period
drama series. Its quality has been praised and
the production quickly became known in its
homeland as the Italian Downton Abbey.

How did you come up with the idea for The Secrets of Borgo Larici?
It came from the historical and social environment of Italy in the early
twenties that was extremely interesting: at one side the fascist regime was
going to take the power and which lead Italy to the tragedy of Mussolini’s
dictatorship. On the other side the socialist party was organizing workers
to obtain more rights. In the background there was the extraordinary
experience of some villages built by industrial tycoons around their
factories. Villages with everything: houses for workers, a school, a church,
a little hospital and even a cinema! At the centre, obviously, the factory
and the master’s villa.

The Secrets of Borgo Larici is divided into seven
episodes in which the turmoil of love battles
with envy and murder plots. The Sormanis
attempt to survive their worst crisis after an
unforeseen assassination. It is up to Francesco
to unveil the truth of both his mother’s
disappearance and his father’s fate while
trying to maintain an impossible romance.

As a worker you could live your entire life, from the cradle to the grave,
inside this little “feudal and paternalistic” world apart, without any
contact with the life outside the village.
It was like a “social experiment”. Was it good for the people? Well,
workers had education, a tiny clean house, good medical assistance for
the period, but on the other side… wasn’t it only a way to control them
better? To keep them quiet? In fact they lived in a sort of “Truman show”
always under the eye of the master. This world had never been explored
in a TV series, and we thought it could be extremely interesting.

Eurochannel invites you to enjoy an époque
drama series driven by deadly secrets, murders,
passion, betrayals and plenty of romance.

What were your main inspirations when it came to write the story?
Like millions of viewers we’ve been impressed by the magnificent portrait
of an era and a family we found in Downton Abbey. In Julian Fellowes’ series
there’s everything: an historical fresco (tableau), the contrast between
aristocracy and servants, a great psychological investigation about all the
human’s feelings: love, hate, loyalty, envy, passion, friendship… But we
did not want to make a copy of Downton. As I said, in “Borgo Larici” we
had masters and servants inside the master’s villa, but also a factory and
workers: the game was even more interesting and challenging.

PREMIERE:

SERIES January 30th

E1

9:00 PM

1922. Back to his hometown village, Francesco
Sormani (Giulio Berruti) is determined to
discover the truth behind an anonymous
letter he received in Paris. Secrets behind
his mother’s suicide will cast doubts within
the most powerful family in Borgo Larici.
romance begins for both of them.

The second big inspiration was the women’s claim of the era. To be
recognized not only as mothers and wives. To struggle for their rights such
as education. We wanted our main character to be a young combative,
non-conformist woman, struggling for the rights of the people around
her. Anita is a girl ahead of her time. So even if the series is set in 1922,
that’s what makes the series very “contemporary” I think!
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How would you describe the series to someone who
hasn’t ever watched or heard of it?
First of all, it is a great and troubled love story: Anita, a
worker’s daughter, falls in love with Francesco, the master’s
son. Will be their love strong enough to overcome the social
obstacles and rules of the times? Both of them, for love, have
to repudiate part of the loved ones and the world they grew
up. It’s not an easy choice! But there’s also a big mystery.
At the beginning of the series one of the main characters is
found dead, killed. Investigating on this murder strengthens
the love between Anita and Francesco, but also leads them
to discover some secrets that should be kept buried…
What did you find more challenging when writing this
series?
The two main characters of the series are Anita e Francesco,
but this is really a “choral” series. In the cast we have 22
characters each of them with a story that interacts with
the others. To manage this huge amount of characters and
story lines was certainly the most difficult part of the work.
But we’re very proud of this: no one of the story lines is
independent from the others. At the beginning of the series
they look like different stories, but in the last episode you
will realize they are part of a unique story, coming from the
past and developing until today.
The series has been compared with the award-winning
Downton Abbey, how did you react to it?
Downton Abbey is one of my personal top five series of all
time (and also the main ideal inspiration for Borgo Larici).
Such a comparison was the best compliment I could’ve ever
received!
You also write for comics and graphic novels, how does
the transition to TV happens?
Quite naturally because even if technically the two types
of writing are different they both are born from a “visual
thinking”. Then, the two experience of writing are very
different, actually. In comics you’ve a dialogue with only a
person: the illustrator. It’s a kind of “intimate” experience
and you’ve the complete control of the process. On a TV
series it’s totally different: you’ve to deal with plenty of
people: producers, editors, the director, all the cast. It’s a
wonderful collective work experience.
What does it mean for you that the series is now available
to a worldwide audience through Eurochannel?
I take it as a great honour, and as a wonderful recognition
of the hard work we did. I never saw in my career such a
commitment from all the people (cast and crew) who
worked on this series. The fact that people all around the
world can see the result of our effort makes me incredibly
grateful and happy.
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Discover the Lives of Borgo Larici – Part 1
Who Are the Main Characters of the Series?

Anita Sclavi

Born and raised in a working-class family,
she is the young school teacher in Borgo
Larici, and the female protagonist of the
series. Anita has many interests, especially
in science, with a more «modern» approach
to teaching than her peers. She is both
strong and yet fragile, very rational in her
everyday life she is shy in love affairs. It is at
the time of need when her character is truly
revealed, and Anita finds herself capable of
unshakeable determination.

Francesco Sormani

He is the firstborn of Giulio and the male protagonist
of the series. A fascinating Don Juan, Francesco
studied engineering and made car racing his passion,
driving throughout Europe and competing in all the
major races. His mother died when he was a child,
but Francesco has always been convinced that his
father did not tell him the truth about that night.

Giovanni Sormani

The patriarch of the Sormani family,
he is one who built the clan’s fortune.
Giovanni embodies the impressive
and elegant incarnation of the
19th century family master. He is
ruthless, scrupulous, disagreeable,
and capable of ruining personal
relationships to reach his goals. He
stops at nothing when it comes to
achieving his ambitions, no matter
who is against him. «The family and
the company first of all» is his motto.

Claudia Beltrami
Giulio Sormani

He is Giovanni’s firstborn son. An expert in chemistry,
in 1899, Giulio patented the revolutionary fabric
mercerizing system that allowed the family business
to take off. He turned the initial business into an
anonymous company and listed it on the stock

Rich and snobbish, apparently strong, Claudia is
actually an insecure woman who is greatly influenced
by the opinions of others. She adores her father,
the former general and now Senator of the region,
Augusto Beltrami, and is frightened by the idea of
disappointing him. Her love interest is Francesco, but
time will tell if the two are made for each other.

Ettore Giardini

Ettore is the Sormani’s butler. He
met Giacomo Sormani (Giulio’s
brother) during the war. In
1916, Ettore saved his friend’s
life, which created a very strong
bond between them. Giacomo
disappeared and was presumed
dead during the Battle of
Caporetto, and at the end of the
Great War, Ettore went to Borgo
Larici to give Giacomo’s personal
effects to his family.

Luigi Conti

He is the youngest doctor in Borgo Larici. Since the population of
Borgo Larici has increased by the hundreds because of the textile
factory, Novelli has been forced to take on a young assistant who
carries out the most onerous tasks. Good, generous, altruistic
Luigi, born of a noble family,
chose medicine
vocation.
EUROCHANNEL
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PREMIERE:
CINEMA January 27th

9:00 PM

SLEAZY

SEXY
ZAZY

Germany
DIRECTOR Matthias X. Oberg
cast Ruby O. Fee, Petra van de Voort,
Philippe Brenninkmeyer
Genre Drama
ORIGINAL TITLE Zazy
YEAR 2016

Don’t play with her fire, for you might burn alive
Zazy (Ruby O. Fee) and her boyfriend stumble upon the truth behind a terrible accident, which they use to force Marianna
(Petra van de Voort), a wealthy woman, into giving them the life they have always desired.
She’s cool, tender and a responsible worker. She is everybody’s
dream come true . . . until you really get to know her. That’s
when you discover that blackmail, terror and threats are in
her playing cards. Eurochannel premieres Sleazy Sexy Zazy . .
. come meet the girl of your sleepless nights.

this intense thriller, viewers will plunge into a dark world of
extortion and lust. Zazy and her boyfriend don’t miss the
chance to unleash their sexual appetites at every opportunity.
When they aren’t in bed, they are planning how to coerce
Marianna to provide Zazy with a lavish apartment and a job
in TV, and her boyfriend with a set of expensive gadgets and
In Sleazy Sexy Zazy, you will meet a girl like no other. Her luxury clothes.
smoking-hot body and angelical face will make you melt and
surrender at her feet. But what lies beneath her appearance? Posing questions about the meaning of loyalty, fame and
treachery in a dark fashion, Sleazy Sexy Zazy delivers an
The story starts when Zazy, a teenage girl working as a entertaining drama of surprising twists. In this witty dissection
couturier’s assistant in Italy, meets Marianna, a well-off of a modern society, in which people is compelled to achieve
German lady on holiday. Zazy’s boss dies mysteriously one success and earn more than everyone else, the depth of the
day, and the only clue is Zazy’s suspicion that Marianna extremes people can reach for vanity and money is revealed.
was having an affair with him, and their adventure went Eurochannel invites you to meet one of the most dangerous
wrong. Now, unemployed and adrift, Zazy sees in Marianna teenagers in cinema. Despite her appearance, she proves
the perfect opportunity to change her destiny forever. In that wolves truly hide in sheep’s clothing. Beware!

Interview with

Ruby O. Fee
(Protagonist)

How did you get involved in the film and how did you
land the leading role?
The producer mailed my manager a script. I read it and
liked it immediately. There were several meetings with
the director and the producer where we all shared our
impressions of the script and ideas about the character.
What did attract you the most to the character of
Zazy?
Zazy is very single minded. She will stop at nothing to
get what she wants. I found her lack of boundaries
fascinating.
What of your personality can be found in her?
I am also very determined about achieving my goals.
I wouldn’t kill someone for a job, but I too am very
much focused.
Who were your main inspirations for this role?
Not really someone in particular but more the feeling of the story the characters were very reminiscent of French New
Wave films from the 1970s.
How did you prepare for this character?
I discovered a lot about my character through the audition process while we were looking for the role of Tomek. Each time
I played with a new partner I could feel Zazy emerging. There was a point when I felt she was very present. Additionally, I
worked a lot with music and meditated on her motivations.
You’ve acted in theatre, films and TV, do you have a favorite? If so, which one and why?
I guess if I had to choose it would be cinema because those shoots have a special vibe. There is always a kind of excitement
on a film set, a kind of electricity. Also, one generally has more time to develop a scene.
What does it mean to you as an actress, to know that Zazy will be broadcast in the US, Latin America or Russia?
It is a great opportunity to have that kind of exposure. I am very curious what the audience in these countries will think of
the film… and me!

Interview with

Petra van de Voort
(Actress)

What did you find interesting of your character and the
movie?
I guess, it’s a matter of not being able to tell the truth at the
right moment and what consequences your actions can have
when there is a lie standing in the way for too long. Or rather,
what is a lie in Marianna’s case? In her situation it would have
made things so much easier for her, if she would have taken
action in the first place. I wanted to explore the fact of having
the feeling that you have to protect the facade to every extent.
Family is one thing, and the wealth and high positioned life that
she leads is another thing. It is a position of power basically
and those issues are always interesting to work with. How far
are we willing to go to protect ourselves and our wellbeing?
She has to deal with complicated matters because of that
and I guess that is one of the main reasons why I found her
character interesting.
How did you prepare for this role?
I read the script several times and made an analysis of my
character and the story. I worked with a coach on finding the
source to Marianna’s actions. Basically an actor’s preparations.
Maybe I googled a bit on power and corruption as well...
How would you describe Marianna?
Marianna is a highly situated and modern woman. She leads
sort of a dreamlife to many people, I guess. She has a perfect
family and a rich and famous husband. She plays along on
giving her husband space to get the career he aims for, but she
suppresses herself at the same time.
Sleazy Sexy Zazy deals with subjects like treason, lies, and
anger. What do you think is the ultimate message this film
delivers?
Seen through the Zazy, it is all about fighting your way up with
all skills possible. She is willing to cross a line to get where she
wants to go. And she uses all the steppingstones given to her.
And it’s also about power and how easy it actually can slip
away from you once you have it, due to the actions you are
taking, or not taking, at critical points in life. So, be careful as I
t can be a painful lesson. We see it and read about it every day.

© Christoph Mannhardt

Without giving much of the film away, how would you
describe the reaction of Marianna at the end of the film?
Marianna was truly surprised that Zazy did what she did. I
don’t think she ever saw the threat coming that clear!

5 Essential Modern

German Movies You Should See
The Wave
Directed by Dennis Gansel, this drama tells the story of a high school teacher’s unusual
experiment to demonstrate to his students a life under dictatorship. Soon, the test spins
horribly out of control when he forms a social unit with a life of its own. This sociopolitical
thriller is based on Ron Jones’s social experiment, The Third Wave. Lead actor Jürgen Vogel
was nominated in the category of Best Actor at the 2008 European Film Awards.

Downfall
The brainchild of award-winning director Oliver Hirschbiegel, Downfall is an historic drama
about the final 10 days of German dictator Adolf Hitler. The film was based on real accounts of
the end of the Nazi rule in 1945, especially those of Traudl Junge, the last secretary for Hitler.
For his portrayal of the leader of the Third Reich, Swiss actor Bruno Ganz earned worldwide
acclaim and gained cult status among millennials for his speech in the bunker, adapted to
many modern situations in numerous YouTube videos. Downfall received critical acclaim upon
release and was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film.

The Lives of Others
Directed by Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck and released in 2006, this is a drama about
the monitoring of East Berlin by agents of the Stasi, the GDR’s secret police. It stars Ulrich
Mühe as Stasi Captain Gerd Wiesler, who conducts surveillance on a writer and his lover
under the orders of the Minister of Culture. Released 17 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall
marked the end of the East German socialist state, it was the first notable drama film about
the subject after a series of comedies such as Goodbye, Lenin! The Lives of Others won the
2006 Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film and was nominated for Best Foreign

The Experiment

Based on Mario Giordano’s novel Black Box and dealing with a social experiment which resembles
Philip Zimbardo’s Stanford prison experiment of 1971, The Experiment stars are award-winning
actors Moritz Bleibtreu, Justus von Dohnányi and Christian Berkel. In the film, 20 male participants
are hired to play prisoners and guards in a penitentiary for two weeks. The «prisoners» have
to follow seemingly lax rules, and the «guards» are told to retain order without using physical
violence. The Experiment won the German Film of the Year, Best Performance by an Actor in a
Leading Role, Best Performance by an Actor in a Supporting Role and Best Production Design
awards at the 2001 German Film Awards. The movie also won prizes at the Montréal World Film
Festival, the Jupiter Awards, the Bavarian Film Awards, among others.

The White Ribbon
Directed by award-winning director Michael Haneke, The White Ribbon is a black-and-white drama
“about the roots of evil . . . Whether it’s religious or political terrorism,” according to Haneke
himself. The movie develops in a Protestant village in northern Germany. On the eve of World War
I, the children of a church and school run by the village schoolteacher and their families experience
a series of bizarre incidents that inexplicably assume the characteristics of a punishment ritual. The
White Ribbon received the jury’s highest prize, the Palme d’Or, and the international film critics’
prize, plus a special mention from the Ecumenical Jury at the 2009 Cannes Film Festival.

PREMIERE:
CINEMA January 17th

9:00 PM

INGRID & LOLA

United Against Crime

France

Murder and crime unites two opposite personalities
Two dissimilar neighbors unite against crime. One is a detective
who took early retirement whose abilities go beyond those of
Sherlock Holmes. The other is a masseuse and stripper with
a penchant for adventure. Together, they will follow the trail
of a serial killer. Eurochannel premieres Ingrid & Lola – United
Against Crime.
It all starts when a woman is found dead in her bedroom. Her
friends come upon a bloody scene; in addition to the initial
shock, they discover that her feet have been mutilated! Now
an investigation begins to solve a tangled crime that involves
bank robberies, Japanese manga, infidelities and plenty of
suspects. The heroes in the movie are not the cops but two
independent investigators, the retired detective Lola, and the
energetic masseuse Ingrid. The former is disappointed by
the lack of common sense of her former colleagues in the
force; the latter is driven by the idea of solving her friend’s
murder. This movie is an adaptation of Dominique Sylvain’s
novel, for which she received the Grand Prix of the readers
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of Elle magazine in 2005. Thus, it is only logical that Ingrid
& Lola – United Against Crime evokes detective classics like
Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot and Jules Maigret. Ingrid
& Lola – United Against Crime surprises with its mid-comic,
half-film noir atmosphere, with a nod to the classic American
crime movies, and an unpredictable plot. Enriching the story
is the film heroine, personified by Muriel Robin, winner of
an International Emmy Award for Best Actress in 2007. Also,
the mastermind behind this production is award-winning
director Jérôme Foulon. In 1992, he took home the Cannes
Junior Award for Les Enfants du naufrageur at Cannes, the
Innovation Prize at the Festival international du film de La
Rochelle, and many more.
Eurochannel invites you to discover the truth behind the
most horrific murder in the famous Paris’ Passage du Désir,
a place where desire, passion and life come together in a
stirring puzzle!

Lola Jost (Muriel Robin), former detective in early
retirement, and Ingrid Diesel (Fatou N’Diaye),
masseuse during the day, stripper at night, are
neighbors. Nothing unites them except a sordid crime
committed in their neighborhood. To find the culprit,
this improbable tandem investigates the strange world
of an obsessive killer.

DIRECTOR Jérôme Foulon
cast Muriel Robin, Fatou N’Diaye, Christian Hecq
Genre Drama
ORIGINAL TITLE Passage du Désir
YEAR 2012

3 Detective Characters
from Literature to Cinema

Literature has always been a source of good stories and characters for cinema and television. Earning millions of dollars and
viewers, adaptations like Pride and Prejudice and The Lord of the Rings have proved that taking books to the screen is always
entertaining and profitable. Celebrating the airing of Ingrid & Lola – United Against Crime, Eurochannel introduces you to
three celebrated detectives who jumped from books to the screens to become larger-than-life characters.

Sherlock Holmes

The ultimate detective in fiction, Sherlock Holmes was created by British author Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Not part of a police department but instead a consultant detective,
Holmes first appeared in print in 1887, and became the protagonist in four novels and
56 short stories. His proficiency in observation, forensic science, and logical reasoning
that borders on the fantastic has been adapted many times to television and cinema,
with more than 70 actors playing the part in over 200 films. The most famous in recent
years have been the 2009 film Sherlock Holmes, which earned Robert Downey Jr. a
Golden Globe Award, Benedict Cumberbatch on the TV series Sherlock, and Jonny Lee
Miller in Elementary.

Jules Maigret

The brainchild of Belgian author Georges Simenon, Inspector Jules Maigret is a
commissaire (commissioner) of the Paris «Brigade Criminelle» who appeared in 76
novels and 28 short stories published between 1931 and 1972. Maigret has been
portrayed by numerous well-known actors, including Pierre Renoir, Charles Laughton,
Jean Gabin, Bruno Cremer and Rowan Atkinson. The latter two have been the most
famous, as Cremer played the character in 54 adaptations during 1991–2005 in a
series aired by Eurochannel, and Atkinson is the star of the new adaptation in the
United Kingdom.

Hercule Poirot

Created by English crime novelist, short story writer and playwright Agatha Christie,
Hercule Poirot is a Belgian detective who appeared in 33 novels, one play, and more
than 50 short stories published between 1920 and 1975. The character has also been
portrayed on radio, film and television by various actors, including John Moffatt,
Albert Finney, Sir Peter Ustinov, Sir Ian Holm, Alfred Molina, Orson Welles and, most
notably, David Suchet. The latter starred in the series Agatha Christie’s Poirot from
1989 until June 2013.
EUROCHANNEL GUIDE | JANUARY 2018 |
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PREMIERE:
CINEMA January 31st

9:00 PM

INGRID & LOLA

France

Road to Manta Corridor

From Paris to Indonesia, behind the trails of a man’s disappearance
In Paris, Louis Manta, the shampoo specialist of a hair salon
is missing. His bosscalls Lola Jost (Muriel Robin) and Ingrid
Diesel (Anne Le Nen) to the rescue. The investigators travel
through the Parisian underworld and towards the South
Seas and the dangerous reefs of Manta Corridor.

DIRECTOR Jérôme Foulon
cast Muriel Robin, Anne Le Nen, Pascal Ternisien
Genre Drama, thriller, comedy
ORIGINAL TITLE Passage du Désir, le secret de Manta
Corridor
YEAR 2014

An unlikely couple reunites! Lola, a retired police detective and
Ingrid, a masseuse and part-time stripper get back together
to solve the disappearance of the most famous shampooer
of the traditional Passage du désir in Paris. Eurochannel
premieres Ingrid & Lola – Road to Manta Corridor.

their last adventure, Lola and Ingrid face a new kind of enemy.
As they track the missing shampooer to a diving paradise,
where assassinations might be linked to their case, this quirky
duo embark upon a suspenseful yet entertaining escapade.

A new drama troubles the serene atmosphere of a Parisian
neighborhood. Louis Manta, the star shampooer at the Salon
des Fééries, is nowhere to be found. Now Lola Jost and Ingrid
Diesel, neighbors and friends, are on the move to solve this
intriguing case. After many questions, the pair pull a thread
that will lead them to Indonesia, a hidden treasure and the
greed of a neo-Nazi brotherhood. With new challenges since
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Directed by Jérôme Foulon, Ingrid & Lola – Road to Manta
Corridor is based on the novel of the same name by awardwinning author Dominique Sylvain, also part of the series of
the two larger-than-life characters, Lola Jost and Ingrid Diesel.
Come travel alongside two private investigators to unveil the
shocking truth behind Louis Manta’s disappearance and the
murders around this secret.

Interview with

Anne Le Nen
How did you get to participate in the project? What did attract you to it?
I owe my presence to the scriptwriter Jackye Fryszman, who had seen Antigone 34, a
police series in which I had the leading role. She wanted have Muriel Robin and me on
the screen and had written a script made for us. Unfortunately, France 2 did not accept
it. Therefore, Jackye wrote another story with both of us, Ingrid & Lola - Road to Manta
Corridor. That was a surprise for us, a nice surprise!
How did you prepare for the role of Ingrid?
I guess you are talking about the physical aspect of the role. I only took 7 hours of
Pole Dance class with Doris Arnold, the French champion. I installed a pole dance bar
at home and repeated the choreography, alone, in the evening, after long days of
shooting. It is very painful, even for basic positions. Since I like physical challenges, I was
not discouraged. When I asked Doris if we could talk about the pain, she answered me
with a large smile: “No, we don’t talk about it because it’s not sexy…”
What are the main differences between your Ingrid and the one in the previous film?
This is a tricky question. We played the same character. I think the difference lies in our
way of embodying Ingrid, obviously linked to the women we are. I think there could be
as many Ingrids as the number of actors playing her.
How was the experience of working with Muriel Robin, being also the person you
share your life with?
It is a pleasure and an honor for me to perform with her. However, there was a little
pressure since I wanted to do my utmost. Muriel is a great professional. On set, we
were two actors. That was a very enriching experience.
If there were opportunities or other Dominique Sylvain adaptations, would you
like to keep your role of Ingrid?
Absolutely! Ingrid has multiple sides and you cannot get bored while playing a
girl with such a rich personality and positive. A series would be wonderful but
we should let Dominique Sylvain know!
How important do you consider this film to be broadcast in other regions like
South America?
It is such a pride for the whole team and for our director, Jérôme Foulon, to
be broadcast in other regions of the world. It is wonderful to imagine our
characters traveling, speaking different languages and seduce another public.
What is your best memory from the filming days of Ingrid & Lola – Road
to Manta Corridor?
I would say that my best memory is the intense confrontation between Abel
Leonard and Ingrid, in her dressing room, after her show. I loved doing this
scene. Otherwise, we had amazing giggles with Muriel. Luckily, it was a
wide shot. We laughed to tears like two kids!
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The Mastermind Behind Lola & Ingrid
A Biography of Dominique Sylvain

She is the mastermind behind one of the most popular French detective series in
recent years: the Lola and Ingrid series. Born in Thionville, Moselle, in 1957, Dominique
Sylvain is today a trademark of crime fiction novels.
A graduate in the History of Art from the University of Strasbourg, Sylvain started
working as a journalist before becoming a fiction writer. She worked for a dozen years
in Paris, first as an independent writer for Le Journal du dimanche, and then as a
corporate journalist in the steel industry at the Usinor group. Later, she became head
of internal communications and sponsorships at Usinor.
After moving to Japan and Indonesia with her husband in 1993, she began writing
fiction. It was while in Tokyo that she started drafting her first novel, Baka! (1995), set
in that city and featuring detective Louise Morvan. The character became the leading
part of a book series that would mark her beginnings in crime novels.
In 2004, she started the Ingrid and Lola series, with the stories of the unofficial
investigations of American masseuse Ingrid Diesel and retired detective Lola Jost. These
stories include a mix of traditional crime fiction and humor, and have been adapted to
cinema, with two of these movies broadcast on Eurochannel: Ingrid & Lola – United
Against Crime and Ingrid & Lola – Road to Manta Corridor.
Sylvain won the Elle’s Grand Prix in 2005 for her eighth novel, Passage du Désir, which
marked the birth of Franco-American duo Lola and Ingrid, adapted to cinema in Ingrid
& Lola – United Against Crime. She is also the author of Vox, winner of the Sang d’encre
award in 2000 and Strad, winner of the Prix Polar Michel Lebrun.
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Netherlands
January 7th
9:00 PM

January 14th
9:00 PM
January 21st
9:00 PM

January 28th
9:00 PM

E7: No Restrictions

After a shooting incident, William (Dennis van de Ven) is keen to prove that he acted appropriately.
He takes the lead in the investigation and Theo (Jeroen van Koningsbrugge) can hardly restrain him.
Meanwhile, the investigation of a second mole develops.but his temperament will work against him.

E8: Glow in the Dark

Tessa’s (Lindsay Zwaan) kidnapping forces Theo (Jeroen van Koningsbrugge) and William (Dennis van de
Ven) to work together with Mick Faassen (Guido Pollemans), a man from another team. But is Mick to
be trusted?

E9: Dirty Money

To free Tessa (Lindsay Zwaan), Theo (Jeroen van Koningsbrugge) and William (Dennis van de Ven) need
money from a drug dealer. In order to catch him, they use his ex as bait. Meanwhile, prosecutor Josiah
Blok (René van Zinnicq Bergman) deploys the entire police corps to capture Theo.

E10: The Price of Freedom

William (Dennis van de Ven) is prepared to offer negotiator Freddy van Nuenen (Patrick Stoof) 35 million
Euros in drug money to finally freed Tessa (Lindsay Zwaan). But Theo (Jeroen van Koningsbrugge) doesn’t
intend to let Freddy get away with all that cash.
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Week 1

FROM MONDAY 1 TO SUNDAY 7
MONDAY
6:00

• Silent Night, Bloody
Night
7:30 • 10 Rules for Falling in
Love
9:00 • Modris: Gambling
Your Future
10:30 • The Great Highway
Musical
12:00 • Simon’s Law
2:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.6: Redemption
2:30 • Chesterfield
4:30 • Go with Le Flo
5:30 • A Children’s Story
7:30 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night

9:00

TUESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:30

• A Children’s Story
• Chesterfield
• Love Is Not Perfect
• The Sunfish
• Silent Night, Bloody
Night
2:00 • Such A Pretty Lie
3:30 • A Holy Venetian
Family
5:00 • Bad Luck
6:00 • Such A Pretty Lie
8:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.6: Redemption
9:00 • The President’s
Mistress
10:30 • Modris: Gambling
Your Future

6:00
7:00

• Bad Luck
• Park Road – The
Movie
8:30 • Hidden Kisses
10:00 • The President’s
Mistress
11:30 • Bad Luck
1:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.6: Redemption
2:00 • We Are The Tide
3:30 • Losing Hearts
5:00 • People Who Are Well
7:00 • The Spy

9:00

THURSDAY

• Losing Hearts
• A Holy Venetian
Family
9:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.6: Redemption
10:00 • People Who Are Well
11:30 • Cosy Dens
1:30 • Love Is Not Perfect
3:30 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
5:00 • We are from the
Future
7:00 • Flickering Lights
6:00
7:30

9:00

12:00

Love Is Not Perfect
Drama
(Italy, 2012)

10:30 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.6: Redemption
2:00
11:00 • The Sunfish
4:00
1:00 • Chesterfield
2:30 • Love Is Not Perfect
4:30 • Go with Le Flo
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WEDNESDAY

10 Rules for Falling in
Love

Arletty, A Guilty Passion

Comedy
(Italy, 2012)

Drama
(France, 2014)

10:30 • The Great Highway
Musical
Drama
12:00 • The Green Butchers
(France, 2016)
1:30 • A Holy Venetian
• A Funny Man
Family
• People Who Are Well 3:00 • Dancing Quietly
4:30 • Bad Luck

Gloria’s Law

10:30
12:00
1:30
3:00
5:00

• Losing Hearts
• Foursome
• Love Is Not Perfect
• The Spy
• Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.6: Redemption

FROM MONDAY 1 TO SUNDAY 7
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:00
2:00
3:30
4:00
6:00
7:30
9:00

• Silent Night, Bloody Night
• Losing Hearts
• Arletty, A Guilty Passion
• Foursome
• The Spy
• The Hotel Room
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.6:
Redemption
• Chesterfield
• The Great Highway Musical
• Remember me?
• The Hotel Room

10:30

SATURDAY
6:00
7:00
8:30
10:00
11:30

• A Comedy of Tears
• The Hotel Room
• Bad Luck
• A Holy Venetian Family
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.6:
Redemption
12:00 • Such A Pretty Lie
2:00 • The Sunfish
3:30 • The President’s Mistress
5:00 • We Are The Tide
6:30 • Dancing Quietly
8:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.6:
Redemption

SUNDAY
6:00
7:00
9:00
10:30
12:00
1:30
3:30
5:00
6:30
8:00

Week 1

• Go with Le Flo
• Arletty, A Guilty Passion
• Losing Hearts
• We Are The Tide
• Valparaiso
• Such A Pretty Lie
• The Great Highway Musical
• A Holy Venetian Family
• A Children’s Story
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.6:
Redemption

9:00

Premiere

9:00

Strike Force - Season 1
Ep.7: No restrictions
The Green Butchers

Valparaiso

Drama
(Denmark, 2003)

12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Such A Pretty Lie
• A Comedy of Tears
• Remember me?
• Dancing Quietly

Drama
(France, 2011)

10:30
12:00
2:00
3:30

• Murdered
• The Sunfish
• Valparaiso
• People Who Are Well

Crime
(Netherlands, 2014)

9:30 • Cosy Dens
12:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.7:
No restrictions
12:30 • People Who Are Well
2:30 • Bad Luck
4:00 • Cosy Dens
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Week 2

FROM MONDAY 8 TO SUNDAY 14
MONDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00

• People Who Are Well
• Bad Luck
• Cosy Dens
• A Holy Venetian
Family
12:30 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
2:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.7: No restrictions
2:30 • 10 Rules for Falling in
Love
4:30 • Murders in Batz
6:00 • Bad Luck
7:00 • Losing Hearts

9:00

Remember me?
Romantic comedy
(Italy, 2014)

TUESDAY
6:00
7:30

• Remember me?
• 10 Rules for Falling in
Love
9:00 • Murders in Batz
10:30 • A Forgotten Murder
12:00 • The Spy
2:00 • Losing Hearts
3:30 • Such A Pretty Lie
5:00 • A Comedy of Tears
6:30 • A Holy Venetian
Family
8:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.7: No restrictions

9:00

6:00

• A Holy Venetian
Family
7:00 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
8:30 • Bad Luck
10:00 • Remember me?
11:30 • Murders in Batz
1:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.7: No restrictions
2:00 • Arletty, A Guilty
Passion
3:30 • The Great Highway
Musical

5:00

Nowhere in Moravia

A Funny Man

Drama
(Czech Republic, 2014)

Biography
(Denmark, 2011)

10:30
10:30 • Strike Force - Season 12:00
1 Ep.7: No restrictions 2:00
11:00 • A Forgotten Murder 4:00
12:30 • Bad Luck
2:00 • Losing Hearts
4:00 • Cosy Dens
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WEDNESDAY

• Love Is Not Perfect
• A Funny Man
• Cosy Dens
• Such A Pretty Lie

• Valparaiso
• Modris: Gambling
Your Future
10:30 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
12:00 • Chesterfield
2:00 • Valparaiso
3:30 • We are from the
Future
7:00
9:00

THURSDAY

• Silent Night, Bloody
Night
7:30 • Arletty, A Guilty
Passion
9:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.7: No restrictions
9:30 • We are from the
Future
12:00 • A Funny Man
2:00 • Foursome
3:30 • The Sunfish
5:00 • Valparaiso
6:00

7:00

Flickering Lights
Drama
(Denmark, 2000)

• A Holy Venetian
Family
10:00 • We Are The Tide
11:30 • In Real Life
1:30 • Modris: Gambling
Your Future
3:00 • The Spy
5:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.7: No restrictions
9:00

FROM MONDAY 8 TO SUNDAY 14
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00

• Foursome
• A Holy Venetian Family
• Modris: Gambling Your
Future
10:30 • Valparaiso
12:30 • Remember me?
2:00 • Silent Night, Bloody Night
3:30 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.7:
No restrictions
4:00 • Murdered
5:30 • Murders in Batz

7:00

SATURDAY
6:00
8:00
9:30
11:30

• We are from the Future
• Love Is Not Perfect
• Valparaiso
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.7:
No restrictions
12:00 • Silent Night, Bloody Night
1:30 • Arletty, A Guilty Passion
3:00 • Modris: Gambling Your
Future
5:00 • Remember me?

6:30

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:30
2:00
3:30
5:00
6:30
8:00

• A Children’s Story
• Arletty, A Guilty Passion
• The Sunfish
• Foursome
• The President’s Mistress
• Silent Night, Bloody Night
• The Great Highway Musical
• No One Can Brush My Hair
Like the Wind
• Snowscape
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.7:
No restrictions

9:00

Foursome

The Secret
Drama
(Denmark, 2011)

9:00
10:30
12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

SUNDAY

• Love Is Not Perfect
• The President’s Mistress
• Hunting Flies
• Bad Luck
• A Comedy of Tears
• Silent Night, Bloody Night

Comedy
(France, 2008)

8:00

• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.7:
No restrictions
9:00 • Losing Hearts
10:30 • You and Me Forever
12:00 • Snowscape
1:30 • Remember me?
3:00 • A Comedy of Tears
4:00 • Modris: Gambling Your
Future

Week 2

Premiere

Strike Force - Season 1
Ep.8: Glow in the dark
Crime
(Netherlands, 2014)

9:30 • A Funny Man
12:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.8:
Glow in the dark
12:30 • The Great Highway Musical
2:00 • Valparaiso
4:00 • No One Can Brush My Hair
Like the Wind
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Week 3

FROM MONDAY 15 TO SUNDAY 21
MONDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

• The Heiresses - Part 1
• The Heiresses - Part 2
• Murders in Batz
• Park Road – The
Movie
12:30 • Hidden Kisses
2:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.8: Glow in the
dark
2:30 • Nowhere in Moravia
4:30 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
6:00 • The Hotel Room
7:30 • Arletty, A Guilty
Passion

9:00

TUESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:00
2:00
3:30
5:00
6:00
7:30
9:00

10:30

A Holy Venetian Family
Comedy
(Italy, 2015)

12:00
10:30 • Strike Force - Season 1:30
1 Ep.8: Glow in the
2:30
dark
4:30
11:00 • Pauline’s Law
1:00 • The Hotel Room
2:30 • The Heiresses - Part 1
4:00 • The Heiresses - Part 2
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• Pauline’s Law
• We Are The Tide
• The Hotel Room
• The Heiresses - Part 1
• The Heiresses - Part 2
• Modris: Gambling
Your Future
• Bad Luck
• A Comedy of Tears
• The Sunfish
• Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.8: Glow in the
dark
• Foursome

WEDNESDAY
6:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
11:30
1:00
2:00
3:30
5:00
7:00

• Murdered
• A Comedy of Tears
• Foursome
• Bad Luck
• Park Road – The
Movie
• Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.8: Glow in the
dark
• Chesterfield
• The President’s
Mistress
• Such A Pretty Lie
• Cosy Dens

9:00

Premiere

Murdered

Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime

Drama
(France, 2012)

Drama
(France, 2012)

• Jolly Fellows
• Bad Luck
• Foursome
• The Hotel Room

10:30 • We Are The Tide
12:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
1:30 • Park Road – The
Movie
3:00 • Murdered
4:30 • You and Me Forever

THURSDAY

• Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
7:30 • The President’s
Mistress
9:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.8: Glow in the
dark
10:00 • Cosy Dens
12:00 • The Spy
1:30 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
3:00 • Valparaiso
5:00 • Chesterfield
7:00 • We are from the
Future
6:00

9:00

A Comedy of Tears
Comedy
(Slovenia, 2012)

10:00 • Arletty, A Guilty
Passion
11:30 • Gloria’s Law
1:30 • The President’s
Mistress
3:00 • We are from the
Future
5:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.8: Glow in the
dark

FROM MONDAY 15 TO SUNDAY 21
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

• The President’s Mistress
• Nowhere in Moravia
• Gloria’s Law
• Ingrid & Lola: United Against
Crime
12:00 • A Comedy of Tears
1:30 • Flickering Lights
3:30 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.8:
Glow in the dark
4:00 • Losing Hearts
5:30 • Ingrid & Lola: United Against
Crime
7:30 • Silent Night, Bloody Night

SATURDAY
6:00
7:30
9:30
11:30

• 10 Rules for Falling in Love
• Cosy Dens
• People Who Are Well
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.8:
Glow in the dark
12:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United Against
Crime
1:30 • The Green Butchers
3:30 • The Spy
5:00 • A Comedy of Tears

6:30

Losing Hearts

Comedy
(France, 2012)

10:30
12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Chesterfield
• 10 Rules for Falling in Love
• A Comedy of Tears
• Dancing Quietly
• The Great Highway Musical

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

• The Sunfish
• Losing Hearts
• The Green Butchers
• Modris: Gambling Your
Future
12:30 • Such A Pretty Lie
2:00 • A Comedy of Tears
3:30 • Chesterfield
5:00 • The President’s Mistress
6:30 • You and Me Forever
8:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.8:
Glow in the dark

9:00

9:00

The Great Highway Musical

SUNDAY

Drama
(France, 2009)

8:00

• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.8:
Glow in the dark
9:00 • The Sunfish
10:30 • The President’s Mistress
12:00 • Modris: Gambling Your
Future
2:00 • People Who Are Well
3:30 • We are from the Future

Week 3

Premiere

Strike Force - Season 1
Ep.9: Dirty money
Crime
(Netherlands, 2014)

9:30 • We are from the Future
12:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.9:
Dirty money
12:30 • Valparaiso
2:30 • You and Me Forever
4:00 • Murdered
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Week 4

FROM MONDAY 22 TO SUNDAY 28
MONDAY
6:00
8:00

• Cosy Dens
• Park Road – The
Movie
9:30 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
11:00 • The Hotel Room
12:30 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
2:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.9: Dirty money
2:30 • We Are The Tide
4:00 • Arletty, A Guilty
Passion
5:30 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
7:00 • Murdered

9:00

A Forgotten Murder
Thriller
(France, 2013)

TUESDAY
6:00

• The Great Highway
Musical
7:30 • A Forgotten Murder
9:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
10:30 • We Are The Tide
12:00 • People Who Are Well
1:30 • The Green Butchers
3:30 • Such A Pretty Lie
5:00 • A Comedy of Tears
6:30 • Dancing Quietly
7:30 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.9: Dirty money
9:00 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night

10:30

WEDNESDAY
6:00
7:30
8:30
10:30
11:30
1:00
2:00
3:30
5:00
6:30
9:00

10:30

Chesterfield
Drama
(France, 2010)

12:00
12:00 • Foursome
1:30
10:30 • Strike Force - Season 1:30 • A Comedy of Tears
1 Ep.9: Dirty money
3:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United 4:00
11:00 • The Great Highway
Against Crime
4:30 • Dancing Quietly
Musical
12:30 • The Spy
2:30 • Murdered
4:00 • In Real Life
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• Foursome
• A Comedy of Tears
• Such A Pretty Lie
• Bad Luck
• Dancing Quietly
• Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.9: Dirty money
• Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
• Christophe’s Law
• Murdered
• We are from the
Future
• Such A Pretty Lie

The Sunfish
Drama
(Denmark, 2014)

• Jolly Fellows
• We are from the
Future
• Cosy Dens

THURSDAY

• Jolly Fellows
• Silent Night, Bloody
Night
9:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.9: Dirty money
10:00 • Valparaiso
11:30 • We are from the
Future
2:00 • Modris: Gambling
Your Future
3:30 • Hunting Flies
5:00 • A Funny Man
7:00 • Arletty, A Guilty
Passion
9:00 • A Forgotten Murder
6:00
7:30

10:30

You and Me Forever
Drama
(Denmark, 2012)

12:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime
1:30 • People Who Are Well
3:00 • Christophe’s Law
5:00 • Strike Force - Season
1 Ep.9: Dirty money

FROM MONDAY 22 TO SUNDAY 28
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:00
2:00
3:30
4:00
5:30

• Silent Night, Bloody Night
• Murders in Batz
• Valparaiso
• Arletty, A Guilty Passion
• Such A Pretty Lie
• The Great Highway Musical
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.9:
Dirty money
• The Secret
• The Hotel Room

7:00

SATURDAY
6:00
8:00
9:30
11:00

• A Funny Man
• The Heiresses - Part 1
• The Heiresses - Part 2
• Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.9:
Dirty money
12:00 • The Secret
2:00 • Silent Night, Bloody Night
3:30 • The Sunfish
5:00 • Park Road – The Movie
6:30 • Listopad: A Memory of the
Velvet Revolution
8:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.9:
Dirty money

9:00

Premiere

The Heiresses Part 1

• The Heiresses - Part 2
• Nowhere in Moravia
• Park Road – The Movie
• A Comedy of Tears
• The Great Highway Musical
• Dancing Quietly

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

• Sleazy Sexy Zazy
• The Heiresses - Part 1
• The Heiresses - Part 2
• Ingrid & Lola: United Against
Crime
12:00 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy
2:00 • Murdered
3:30 • Arletty, A Guilty Passion
5:00 • Silent Night, Bloody Night
6:30 • Dancing Quietly
8:00 • Strike Force - Season 1 Ep.9:
Dirty money

9:00

Premiere

Strike Force - Season 1
Ep.10: The price of freedom

Drama
(France, 2009)

9:00
10:30
12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

SUNDAY

Week 4

Sleazy Sexy Zazy
Drama
(Germany, 2016)

10:30
12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Bad Luck
• Sleazy Sexy Zazy
• Bad Luck
• Sleazy Sexy Zazy
• A Comedy of Tears

Crime
(Netherlands, 2014)

9:30 • Valparaiso
12:00 • Strike Force - Season 1
Ep.10: The price of freedom
12:30 • 10 Rules for Falling in Love
2:00 • Cosy Dens
4:00 • Losing Hearts
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